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Abstract— This paper proposes a novel vision-aided naviga-
tion approach that continuously estimates precise 3D absolute
pose for aerial vehicles, using only inertial measurements
and monocular camera observations. Our approach is able
to provide accurate navigation solutions under long-term GPS
outage, by tightly incorporating absolute geo-registered infor-
mation into two kinds of visual measurements: 2D-3D tie-
points, and geo-registered feature tracks. 2D-3D tie-points are
established by finding feature correspondences to align an
aerial video frame to a 2D geo-referenced image rendered
from the 3D terrain database. These measurements provide
global information to correct accumulated error in navigation
estimation. Geo-registered feature tracks are generated by
associating features across consecutive frames. They enable the
propagation of 3D geo-referenced values to further improve the
pose estimation. All sensor measurements are fully optimized in
a smoother-based inference framework, which achieves efficient
relinearization and real-time estimation of navigation states
and their covariances over a constant-length of sliding window.
Experimental results demonstrate that our approach provides
accurate and consistent aerial navigation solutions on several
large-scale GPS-denied scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Precise navigation systems for aerial vehicles typically
rely on GPS signals coupled with inertial measurement unit
(IMU) data. The absolute position information from GPS
can be introduced to eliminate the error accumulated by
IMU propagation. However, GPS is unreliable in complicated
environments. It is also vulnerable to other electromagnetic
signals due to malicious attacks.

Augmenting aerial navigation with a monocular video
camera is rapidly emerging as a feasible and low-cost so-
lution under GPS outage. To avoid the estimated position
from eventual drift, recent vision-aided navigation systems
[2], [4], [6] aim to obtain a single position measurement
by aligning images from the camera to reference aerial
imagery. However, these methods compute only 2D absolute
position of the aerial vehicle on the horizontal plane from the
alignment, and require additional altitude information from
an on-board barometer to update the height estimation.

In this paper, we propose a novel vision-aided aerial
navigation approach which combines inertial measurements
with two kinds of visual measurements (Figure 1): 2D-
3D tie-points and geo-registered feature tracks. Our work
focuses on how to fully integrate camera observations with
geo-referenced information into a probabilistic sensor fusion
framework. Unlike previous vision-aided aerial navigation
methods, we treat each observation of a feature as a single
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Fig. 1: The concept of two kinds of visual measurements: (1) 2D-3D tie-
points, which are established by aligning a video frame to a 2D rendered
reference image; (2) geo-registered feature tracks, which are generated by
associating features across video frames with 3D information from (1).

measurement instead of computing only one pose mea-
surement from all observations at a given time. This way
tightly incorporates absolute geo-registered information into
measurements, and is capable of precise 3D pose estimation
in GPS-denied settings with no additional sensors other than
IMU and cameras.

The 2D-3D tie-points are established by finding feature
correspondences to align an aerial video frame to a 2D
reference image. This 2D reference image is rendered from
a 3D terrain model, which is built offline prior to navigation,
using the pose predicted from the inference engine. The
aligning process, which is called geo-registration, registers
aerial video to a geo-referenced coordinate system at 1Hz
rate. It provides 3D absolute information to 2D-3D tie-points
through feature correspondences, and allows subsequent cal-
culation of accurate geo-referenced 3D coordinates for any
given 2D point on the video frame.

The geo-referenced 3D coordinates for 2D features are
also utilized in the feature track measurements, generated
by associating these features across consecutive frames from
a monocular video camera. The measurement formulation
enables the propagation of 3D absolute information from one
frame to another through geometric constraints, by observing
the same feature from multiple frames. It improves the
accuracy of pose estimation involved with these frames.

To optimally incorporate all constraints from these vi-
sual measurements, we use a sliding-window factor graph
framework [9] which is based on recent incremental graph-
based smoothing techniques [1] for real-time estimation.
This framework maintains only the portion of the total



factor graph [7] that exists inside a sliding time window,
and supports efficient relinearization on stored factors. We
extend this framework to handle measurement latency due to
geo-registration process, and periodically propagate updates
within the sliding window to current estimation.

The remainder of this paper begins with a discussion of
related work in Section II. Section III introduces our sliding-
window factor graph framework, and illustrates how it is
extended to accommodate delayed measurements from geo-
registration. Section IV describes our two kinds of visual
measurements in detail based on this factor graph framework,
while Section V focuses on the integration of inertial mea-
surements and the maintenance of estimation consistency in
our system. We demonstrate our approach provides accurate
and consistent aerial navigation solutions on several large-
scale GPS-denied scenarios in Section VI followed by our
conclusions in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

There have been many efforts to fuse vision data from
an on-board camera with inertial measurements for aerial
navigation systems. Most of these works focused on feature
tracking and optical flow methods to estimate relative motion
of the platform. However, without periodical updates using
absolute information such as GPS [3], they suffer from the
accumulated error over a long period.

Utilizing geo-referenced aerial imagery to provide abso-
lute information becomes a feasible solution in recent vision-
aided aerial navigation systems [2], [4]–[6]. These works
used different ways to match a video frame to reference
imagery, and computed only 2D absolute position of the
vehicle from this video frame. For example, Sim et al. [5]
aligned the video frame to a reference image using Hausdorff
distance measure. However, this work mainly focuses on
image processing issues and lacks the sensor fusion scheme.

Conte and Doherty [6] proposed a two-layer framework
to fuse camera data with other sensors for aerial navigation.
The first layer integrates both relative odometry and absolute
position measured from a single camera. The video frame is
registered to the reference imagery using normalized cross
correlation to compute the absolute position of the aerial
vehicle on the ground plane. The second layer then fuses
the computed position from the first layer with inertial
measurements. Note this framework also needs a barometer
sensor which provides height estimation to complement the
2D updates from camera system.

Lindsten et al. [2] also obtained both related visual
odometry and absolute position from a single camera. They
segmented all video frames and reference images into re-
gions, which are classified as grass, asphalt, or house.
The alignment of a video frame to the reference imagery,
which is based on these classified regions, becomes more
robust against environment changes such as different lighting
conditions. It computes a horizontal position and constrains
the estimation in 2D coordinates.

Patterson et al. [4] extended the work in [6] by performing
registration based on features, such as roads, paths, and

water. The registration process computes a single 2D position
measurement based on the correlation between two maps
formed by these features. This way reduces storage require-
ments on geo-referenced imagery, and increases registration
robustness to lighting variations. However, it still needs an
additional barometer sensor to measure height information.

Absolute information from registration of geo-referenced
imagery has also been used for other aerial applications,
such as ground target localization [13] and planetary landing
[8]. For these applications, geo-registration is performed
opportunely and does not support long-term navigation. For
example, Han et al. [13] used prediction from GPS and IMU
data as initial pose guess for transforming a video frame
to register reference imagery. The pose is then refined by
Iterative Closest Point algorithm to improve feature-based
registration for ground target localization. Mourikis et al. [8]
fuses both absolute 2D-3D tie-points and relative geometric
constraints from a camera, with IMU data for spacecraft
landing. The 2D-3D tie-points are only established during
landing, between 2D imaged features and 3D geo-referenced
locations on the map of the landing site.

Compared to previous works in vision-aided aerial navi-
gation, our approach is able to estimate precise 3D absolute
pose using only IMU and cameras. We utilize two kinds
of visual measurements to fully incorporate absolute geo-
registered information. The 2D-3D tie-point model provides
absolute information to update navigation estimation, while
the feature track formulation propagates the influence of 3D
geo-referenced information across consecutive video frames.
Unlike [8], we share geo-registered information between
two types of visual measurements to improve the estimation
specifically for navigation accuracy. We also support efficient
geo-registration process in a continuous manner for long-
term navigation.

Instead of traditional filtering methods [4], [6], [8] for
aerial navigation, we utilize a sliding-window factor graph
framework to estimate states over a constant-length sliding
window with fixed computational cost. This framework is
designed to handle highly nonlinear measurements such as
monocular camera observations, by iteratively relinearizing
measurements within the window. We extend this frame-
work to accommodate measurement latencies from geo-
registration process in an optimal way, by associating new
factors with the correct navigation states when the measure-
ment arrives within the smoothing window. It concurrently
processes all measurements inside the window at a specified
rate, and corrections from delayed geo-registered measure-
ments are automatically propagate to current estimation.

III. SLIDING-WINDOW FACTOR GRAPHS

In this section we introduce our sliding-window factor
graph framework [9], which maintains only the portion of
measurement factors that were received within a sliding
time window. It achieves real-time estimation, and supports
efficient relinearization on stored factors. Based on this
methodology, we extend the framework to naturally incor-
porate delayed geo-registered visual measurements.



Fig. 2: The concept of all kinds of measurement factors in our framework.
Each navigation state receives a camera frame at a given time. An IMU
motion factor is used to connect consecutive navigation states. Each obser-
vation of a feature is treated as one measurement. There are three types of
factors (unary: 2D-3D tie-point factor, binary: feature track factor, extrinsic:
landmark association measurement factor) used to model our two kinds of
visual measurements (2D-3D tie-points, and geo-registered feature tracks).

A. Factor Graphs

A factor graph [7] represents the navigation estimation
problem at all times as a bipartite graph model G =
(F ,Θ, E) with two node types: factor nodes fi ∈ F and
state variable nodes θj ∈ Θ. An edge eij ∈ E exists if and
only if factor fi involves state variables θj . The factor graph
G defines the factorization of a function f(Θ) as

f(Θ) =
∏
i

fi(Θi) (1)

where Θi is the set of all state variables θj involved in factor
fi, and independent relationships are encoded by edges eij .

A generative model

zi = hi(Θi) + ni (2)

predicts a sensor measurement zi using a function hi(Θi)
with measurement noise ni. The difference between mea-
surement function hi(Θi) and the actual measurement z̃i is
encoded into a factor. Assuming the underlying noise process
is Gaussian with covariance Σ, the resulting factor is

fi(Θi) = ||hi(Θi)− z̃i||2Σ (3)

where || · ||2Σ is the Mahalanobis distance.
The factor graph representation on the full non-linear opti-

mization problem has led to the recent incremental solution,
iSAM2 [1]. Using a Bayes tree data structure, iSAM2 keeps
all past information and only updates variables influenced by
each new measurement. It therefore obtains same result as a
batch solution to the full non-linear optimization.

Figure 2 shows all kinds of measurement factors used
in our framework. There are three different factor classes:
unary, binary, and extrinsic. The unary factor only connects a
state at a single time, while a binary factor involves two navi-
gation states at different times. Each extrinsic factor involves
a navigation state x and an unknown extrinsic entity. The
landmark association measurement derived from cameras is

the most popular example. Each landmark association factor
involves both navigation state at time i and the state of
unknown landmark position l.

B. Sliding-Window Extension

The sliding-window factor graph framework [9] utilizes a
parallel architecture to split the estimation into a fast short-
term smoother and a a slower global smoother. To main-
tain constant-time updates, the short-term smoother extends
the iSAM2 algorithm to support inference over a sliding
constant-length window and efficiently removes states that
are outside of the window. The fully global smoother, which
keeps all past states, processes only expensive loop closures.

We utilize the short-term smoother for better optimization
of highly nonlinear factors. Traditional filtering methods only
keep the current state, and linearize measurements only once
at the time of arrival. However, some states require several
measurements before a good estimate can be obtained. Using
the original linearization point for these states may lead
to poor estimation and convergence performance. This is
particularly true of 3D landmark positions estimated from
tracked visual features. The short-term smoother relinearizes
factors inside the window at a particular frequency, and
achieves a more optimal solution than filtering methods by
checking consistency across a larger collection of sensor
measurements.

C. Handling of Delayed Geo-Registered Measurements

We further extend this sliding-window factor graph frame-
work to handle out-of-order measurements due to latencies
from geo-registration process. The idea is to associate new
factors with correct correspondent navigation states when
delayed measurements arrive within the smoothing window.
For example, when 2D-3D tie-points for time j arrive, the
system first locates the IMU motion factor between xi and
xk which covers the actual measurement time j. It then
creates a new navigation state xj for these measurements,
and properly divides the located IMU motion factor into two
new IMU motion factors which connect these three states
(xi,xj ,xk). Finally it adds new unary factors for these tie-
points to navigation state xj . Since we currently set the
smoothing window length as 4 seconds to cover the longest
time feature gets tracked, all delayed measurements from
geo-registration process can be received and processed.

This extended framework also generates the navigation
estimation at a particular rate, which is set according to
application requirement. It collects factors during the spec-
ified time interval, and adds them into the factor graph for
inference periodically. It concurrently processes all measure-
ment factors inside the window at the specified frequency.
This way avoids performing updates every time when a
new measurement is received, and decreases computational
overhead if there are high-frequency sensors. It also naturally
propagates the influence from delayed geo-registered mea-
surements to current estimation within the window. Currently
we set the inference rate as 1Hz, which is the same as the
frequency of the geo-registration process in our system.



Fig. 3: The pre-processing procedures in our system. Note our inference
engine (extended sliding-window factor graph) receives three kinds of
measurements: IMU data, 2D-3D tie-points from 2D-3D geo-registration
process, and geo-registered feature tracks from feature association process.

IV. VISUAL MEASUREMENT MODEL

In this section we introduce the formulations of our two
kinds of visual measurements (Figure 2), which tightly incor-
porates absolute geo-referenced information into monocular
camera observations of point features, within our extended
sliding-window factor graph framework. The 2D-3D tie-
points are encoded as unary factors, and geo-registered
feature tracks are modeled as two types of factors: binary
(feature track factor) and extrinsic (landmark association
measurement factor).

A. Pre-Processing Procedures

While data from simple sensors such as IMU can be
directly converted into factors in our system, data from
complex sensors such as cameras must be pre-processed to
extract meaningful measurements. Our pre-processing proce-
dures (Figure 3), which include 2D-3D geo-registration and
feature association, derive two kinds of visual measurements
from image-based sensors.

1) 2D-3D Geo-Registration : The 2D-3D geo-registration
process matches features extracted from both a single video
frame and a rendered scene image to obtain 2D-3D tie-
points after alignment. The database consists of the refer-
ence imagery of previously collected satellite images and
terrain maps, that have been precisely aligned to 3D geo-
coordinates. It renders imagery from a 3D viewpoint, set
by the requested predicted pose from our inference engine.
This rendered image is then matched to current video frame,
by comparing detected features. If the matching succeeds
after refinement, it results in a set of 2D-3D tie-points with
associated uncertainties, which represent matches from 2D
feature points on the video frame to 3D positions for features
on the reference image. For details of our geo-registration
process, we refer to [10], [14]–[16].

Our 2D-3D geo-registration process currently requires one
second to register one camera video frame. For cameras with
frequency higher than 1Hz, it skips frames to maintain real-
time performance.

2) Feature Association : The feature association process
(Figure 3) tracks features across consecutive video frames.
For each tracked feature at the current frame, if this feature is
not set with 3D geo-referenced value from previous tracked
frames, it keeps requesting 3D information from 2D-3D geo-
registration process. If the geo-registration process succeeds,
3D values for these features can be retrieved by ray-tracing
techniques using geo-registration results.

Since our inference engine collects measurements and
updates estimation at 1Hz (Section III-C), it naturally handles
the delayed information from geo-registration process and
does not cause additional latency. All tracked features with
or without 3D geo-registered values will be fed into the
extended sliding-window factor graph framework. These
derived measurements propagate geo-referenced information
to future frames, which are associated with same feature
tracks but without successful geo-registration.

B. 2D-3D Tie-Points
In our system, we define the navigation state for a given

time as x = {Π, v, b}. Each state x covers three kinds
of nodes: pose node Π includes 3d translation t (body in
global) and 3d rotation R (global to body), velocity node
v represents 3d velocity, and b denotes sensor-specific bias
block such as IMU bias. To simplify the notation, we assume
all sensors have the same center, which is the origin of the
body coordinate system.

Note there may be too many 2D-3D tie-points returned
from successful geo-registration process. To reduce com-
putation cost, we select only high-quality 2D-3D tie-points
based on their uncertainties computed from geo-registration
process. We then formulate one unary factor for each selected
2D-3D tie-point, between a 2D feature on the current video
frame and the matched 3D geo-referenced point from the
reference image.

Since the uncertainty of these selected matches is small,
we treat the 3D position as a fixed 3D point in the geo-
referenced world coordinate system. We then transform this
fixed 3D point Y to the body coordinate system as Z =
[ Z1 Z2 Z3 ]T , based on rotation Ri and translation ti
in state xi. Since this factor only involves variables Π =
(R, t) ∈ x, the measurement model of the observation in
normalized image coordinates with noise η is as follows.

zi = [ Z1/Z3 Z2/Z3 ] + η, Z = Ri(Y − ti) (4)

We compute the measurement residual and linearize the
estimates as:

ri = zi − ẑi = zi − h(Π̂i) ' HRi
δRi +Htiδti + η (5)

where HRi and Hti are the Jacobians of the measurement
zi with respect to Ri and ti as follows. Note we use error
quaternion to represent attitude error for computation.



HRi
= J

[
R̂i(Ŷ − t̂i)

]
, Hti = J(−R̂i) (6)

J =

[
1/Ẑ3 0 −Ẑ1/Ẑ

2
3

0 1/Ẑ3 −Ẑ2/Ẑ
2
3

]
(7)

This factor formulation is applied to all selected 2D-
3D tie-points passed from the successful geo-registration
process. These unary factors provide immediate absolute
information to update estimation.

C. Geo-Registered Feature Tracks

For each tracked feature from the feature association
process, we use the 3-stage method [9] to model this feature
across multiple navigation states if there is no 3D geo-
referenced value available. This method is based on the
maturity of the estimation of the underlying 3D location of
the landmark for the tracked feature, and models the feature
by two factor classes (Figure 2): binary and extrinsic.

The first stage avoids unstable initialization of the 3D
location of the landmark points while still incorporating the
landmark image observation into binary factor formulation
for optimization. The second stage utilizes the extrinsic factor
to estimate both navigation states and the 3D location of
the associated landmark. Once the uncertainty of the 3D
landmark state becomes small, the third stage switches back
to binary factor formulation but treats the computed 3D
location of the landmark as a fixed quantity when estimating
the navigation state, saving computation time.

If the 3D geo-referenced information for the tracked
feature is available, the tracked feature can be directly
formulated as a binary factor between two navigation states,
which are correspondent to consecutive video frames. This
way avoids the construction and estimation of underlying
3D landmark state in the 3-stage method. Consider a single
feature s tracked from state xi−1 to state xi, this factor
only involves variables Π = (R, t) ∈ x. The nonlinear
measurement model for observations of s on Πi−1and Πi

is

zk = h(Ps,Πk) + nk = h(P k
s ) + nk, k = i− 1, i (8)

where Ps = [Z1 Z2 Z3]T is the unknown 3D position of
this feature in world coordinate system, P k

s = Rk(Ps − tk)
is the 3D feature position transformed from geo-referenced
world coordinate system to body coordinate system on state
xk, h(P k

s ) =
[
Z1/Z3 Z2/Z3

]T
is the projection on the

normalized image plane, and nk is the 2-dimension image
noise vector with covariance matrix Ck = σ2

imI2.
Since the geo-registration process is successful, Ps can be

directly set from geo-registration results. This way ensures
the formulation directly uses the absolute 3D geo-referenced
value to form the binary constraint. After this 3D estimation
is obtained, we compute the measurement residual and
linearize the estimates of Πk and Ps as:

rk = zk − ẑk = zk − h(P̂s, Π̂k) ' HΠk
δΠk +HskδPs + nk

(9)

where HΠk
and Hsk are the Jacobians of the measurement

zk with respect to Πk and Ps respectively. We then stack
zi−1 and zi together as:

r ' HΠδΠ +HsδPs + n (10)

where r = [ri−1; ri], HΠ =
[
HΠi−1

;HΠi

]
, Hs =[

Hsi−1 ;Hsi

]
, and n = [ni−1;ni] with covariance matrix

C = σ2
imI4. To marginalize out state Ps in the formulation,

we project r on the left nullspace of Hs to get ro using a
unitary matrix U whose columns form the basis of the left
nullspace of Hs:

ro = UT (z − ẑ) ' UTHΠδΠ + UTn = HoδΠ + no (11)

where ro is a 1-dimension vector after projection. Then
we split Ho into Hoi−1 and Hoi for state Πi−1and Πi re-
spectively. This results in the following linearized constraint
between two states for our factor formulation, and has been
shown [11] to yield better results than epipolar constraints.

ro = Hoi−1δΠi−1 +HoiδΠi + no (12)

There are two major differences between our factor for-
mulation and the feature track model used in [8], [11].
First, unlike [8], the 3D geo-referenced information is used
in our feature track formulation. Since geo-registration is
operating at 1-Hz and may not always be successful, our
model extends the influence from past geo-registration results
to new navigation states which are connected by same feature
track. Second, our formulation generates a binary factor
immediately for a feature tracked across two consecutive
frames. This way is different than constructing only a single
measurement with all involved frames when a tracked feature
breaks [11], but still maintains consistent 3D estimation
through all frames connected by the same feature.

V. NAVIGATION SYSTEM

In this section, we show how we formulate inertial mea-
surements into factors. We also describe how the estimation
consistency is maintained in our system.

A. IMU Motion Model

Note our extended sliding-window factor graph framework
(Figure 2) is able to integrate many types of sensors, and a
single factor typically encodes only one sensor measurement.
However, IMU sensors produce measurements at a much
higher rate than other sensor types. To fully utilize high-
frequency IMU data while saving the time to create factors,
we design a single factor to summarize multiple consecutive
IMU measurements. A navigation state is only created at the
time when a non-IMU measurement (such as measurements
from a video camera frame) comes or no non-IMU measure-
ment arrives after a certain interval (such as one second), and
the IMU factor is built to connect two sequential navigation
states by integrating IMU measurements between them.

We formulate this factor using an error-state IMU propaga-
tion mechanism [11], and implement it [9] as a binary factor



between two consecutive states xi−1 and xi. It generates 6
degrees of freedom relative pose and corresponding velocity
change as the motion model. It also tracks the IMU-specific
bias as part of the state variables for estimating motion.

We use this factor instead of traditional process models
in our system. The linearization point to integrate non-IMU
measurements at xi is computed from this factor, which is
based on the linearization point for xi−1 and IMU readings
between xi−1 and xi. If there is no IMU available, we use
constant velocity assumption as the process model.

In contrast to traditional filtering techniques, the IMU mo-
tion factor is part of the full non-linear optimization process
in our extended sliding-window factor graph framework. The
value of IMU integration changes during re-linearization for
iterative optimization.

B. Estimation Consistency

Our system maintains probabilistic consistency in esti-
mating navigation states and their uncertainty. The extended
sliding-window factor graph framework is a hybrid system
consisting of nonlinear factors that are wholly within the
sliding window, and linear factors that were adjacent to both
variables inside the sliding window and variables that have
been marginalized. All factors, states, as well as their asso-
ciated full covariance matrices, are stored within the sliding
time window. They are re-computed during re-linearization.
In addition, the linearization point of any variable adjacent
to a linear factor is kept constant to specifically assert the
estimation consistency, as in [9].

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section demonstrates that our vision-aided approach
provides precise aerial navigation solutions on two large-
scale real scenarios both assuming GPS is not available for
the navigation state estimate. These two scenarios are used to
verify different aspects of our approach. The initial global po-
sition and orientation of the aerial vehicle is assumed known.
Ground Truth is obtained by using the RTK differential GPS
technique [12].

A. Scenario 1

This data set is collected using an aircraft that flies over
a large area, including forest and urban cites. The airplane
travels 38.9 kilometers in 10 minutes. The sensor set includes
one 100Hz IMU and two downward-looking 5Hz monocular
cameras. Note both cameras are used to track ground features
across consecutive video frames. However, we only use one
camera to perform geo-registration for obtaining absolute 3D
information, due to the limitation of computational resource.

1) Geo-Registration: Figure 4 shows a few successful
geo-registration results on Scenario 1. Note the reliability of
geo-registration process heavily depends on the distinctness
of ground features observed from the camera. For example, if
the aerial image scene is mostly covered by trees when flying
over the forest, geo-registration may easily fail. The geo-
registration process is more robust if there are discriminative
geometry features available, such as buildings and roads.

Fig. 4: Successful geo-registration results on Scenario 1. The left column
shows two video frames, and the right column shows the matched reference
images after geo-registration refinement.

Fig. 5: The estimated trajectories for Scenario 1 (38.9 km, 10 min): Ground
Truth (blue), result without geo-registration (red, 3D RMS error: 172.11
meters), and result with 2D-3D tie-points from geo-registration (yellow, 3D
RMS error: 13.98 meters). The intersection region during navigation is also
highlighted and enlarged for visualization.

However, the focus of this paper is to incorporate geo-
registered information into visual measurements for naviga-
tion estimation, rather than improving the geo-registration
process itself.

Figure 5 shows the 3D RMS error of the estimated trajec-
tory for this scenario can be reduced from 172.11 meters to
13.98 meters, by adding 2D-3D tie-point measurements (Sec-
tion IV-B) from successful geo-registration. Note without
2D-3D tie-points, the original estimation only relies on in-
ertial data and relative feature track measurements using the
3-stage method [9]. These 2D-3D tie-points provide absolute
3D information to correct accumulated drift in estimation,
and improves the navigation solution dramatically, especially
when flying over urban cites (such as the highlighted region).

2) The Use of Geo-Referenced Information : The nav-
igation solution can be further improved by sharing 3D
geo-referenced information between our two kinds of visual
measurements: 2D-3D tie-points and feature tracks (Section



Fig. 6: The estimated trajectories for Scenario 2 (26.5 km, 7.5 min):
Ground Truth (blue), result without geo-registration (red, 3D RMS error:
106.88 meters), result with geo-registered feature tracks (green, 3D RMS
error: 38.92 meters), and result with 2D-3D tie-points from geo-registration
(yellow, 3D RMS error: 10.52 meters). The highlighted region is enlarged
for visualization.

IV-C). Compared to the geo-registration process, our data
association process (Figure 3) is more robust. The quality
of feature tracking, including both the number of tracked
features and the tracked length of features, is typically high
in our system.

Incorporating 3D geo-referenced values into feature track
measurements therefore extends the influence of absolute in-
formation to many navigation states which are connected by
same feature tracks. It propagates geo-referenced information
to future frames without direct geo-registration correction.
For this scenario, 3D RMS error of the estimated trajectory
can be further reduced from 13.98 meters to 9.83 meters,
by utilizing 3D geo-referenced information in feature track
formulation.

B. Scenario 2

This data set is collected using an aircraft that flies over
mostly urban regions. The airplane travels total 26.5 kilome-
ters in 7.5 minutes. The sensor set, sensor configuration, and
system setting are all the same as in Section VI-A. However,
the geo-registration process is more robust because there
are discriminative features observed in more camera video
frames during navigation.

1) The Improvement from Each Measurement Model:
Since the successful rate of geo-registration process is higher
for this scenario, we set our system first focus on demonstrat-
ing only the improvement from using geo-registered values in
feature track formulation. The 2D-3D tie-point measurements
are not used. Figure 6 shows the 3D RMS error of the
estimated trajectory is reduced from 106.88 meters to 38.92
meters, by incorporating 3D geo-referenced values in feature
track factors (Section IV-C). Instead of underlying 3D local
landmark estimation, this new formulation provides more
accurate relative constraints across navigation states.

We then set our system to show only the improvement due
to direct absolute corrections from geo-registration. Figure 6
demonstrates the 3D RMS error can be reduced from 106.88

Fig. 7: Position error and 3 sigma bound in ENU frame for Scenario 2. Our
smoother-based estimator is consistent for this scenario.

Fig. 8: The inference time along Scenario 2. Note the inference time is
influenced by the dynamic number of measurement factors in the sliding
window buffer, so it varies along the scenario.

meters to 10.52 meters, by adding 2D-3D tie-points from
geo-registration. If we incorporate geo-referenced informa-
tion in both visual measurement models (2D-3D tie-points
and geo-registered feature tracks), the 3D RMS error can
be further reduced to 9.35 meters, our best result on this
scenario.

2) Estimation Consistency : Figure 7 shows our smoother-
based estimator (extended sliding-window factor graphs) is
consistent for this scenario using inertial data and two kinds
of geo-registered visual measurements, since all position
errors are within 3 sigma uncertainty bounds. Note the
successful rate of geo-registration process is high for this
scenario, so absolute corrections are available very often
during navigation to avoid the drift.

3) Computation Cost: Note we use a multi-threading ar-
chitecture to support real-time navigation, and pre-processing



procedures such as geo-registration process are handled by
different threads. Here we only show the processing time for
our inference engine, without the pre-processing procedures.
We use an incremental smoothing algorithm extended from
iSAM2 [1] to perform periodic inference on our extended
sliding-window factor graph framework with frequent relin-
earization. We set the update rate (inference frequency) as
1-Hz to generate navigation solutions and to accommodate
delayed geo-registered measurements (see Section III-C) for
all experiments. As shown in Figure 8, our incremental
optimization takes less than 550 milliseconds on each update
for this scenario to achieve real-time performance with
satisfactory accuracy. All timing results were conducted on
quad core Intel i7 CPU running at 2.70 GHz.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present a new vision-aided aerial naviga-
tion approach which is capable of estimating precise absolute
3D pose using only inertial data and monocular cameras. Our
approach treats each camera observation of a point feature as
a single measurement, and tightly incorporates absolute geo-
registered information into these visual measurements. We
use a smoother-based inference framework called sliding-
window factor graphs to fuse measurements from all sen-
sors. This framework estimates states over a constant-length
sliding window with fixed computational cost, and iteratively
relinearizes highly nonlinear measurements for better estima-
tion. We also extend this framework to accommodate delayed
measurements from geo-registration process in an optimal
way, by associating new factors with the corresponding
navigation states when the measurement arrives within the
smoothing window.

We introduce two kinds of visual measurements to in-
corporate geo-referenced information: 2D-3D tie-points and
geo-registered feature tracks, based on our extended sliding-
window factor graph framework. We model each 2D-3D tie-
point, which is formed between a 2D feature on a camera
video frame and the matched 3D geo-referenced point from
the reference image, as an unary factor to provide 3D abso-
lute information to update the navigation estimation. The 3D
geo-referenced values from successful geo-registration pro-
cess can also be utilized in our binary factor formulation for
feature track measurements across consecutive video frames.
This new formulation extends the influence of absolute
information to many navigation states which are connected
by same feature tracks. Experiments verify the importance
of each visual measurement model, and demonstrate our
approach provides accurate real-time solutions on large-scale
aerial scenarios in GPS-denied setting.

Future work is to further enhance the quality of geo-
registered visual measurements in our framework. Currently
we only select high-quality (low-uncertainty) matches from
geo-registration, and treat the 3D position of the matched
point as a fixed quantity. However, same ground features
may be detected and registered in geo-registration process
more than once. We plan to store all geo-registered features
in an online map. The 3D absolute positions for low-quality

matches can be optimized in the map through multiple
observations at different times. The uncertainty of the visual
measurement for the same feature can then be decreased
using multiple geo-registrations.
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